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E4E Initiative for Arab Youth aims to provide youth with skills that are relevant to the

marketplace by investing in education and skills, engaging stakeholders, and enabling

solutions so that Arab Youth earn a better future.
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% 
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▪ Generating the jobs needed will be a major challenge for the region. Growing and priority sectors struggle to 

find skills needed, constraining their growth. 

- Demand for E4E is substantial: e.g., only 1/3 of new graduate employees ready for workplace

- Supply of E4E is constrained: Overall, post-secondary education is still largely provided by the public sector 

but there are capacity constraints. Private sector E4E landscape very small and fragmented 

▪ Public sector can’t tackle E4E challenge on its own

- Capacity, efficiency, and relevance challenge

- Budget pressures and fiscal sustainability challenge

▪ Private sector can add its unique strengths:

- Proximity to industry needs and (private) labor market

- Innovation potential

- Time to market

▪ Speed and Scale are critical: 

- Over coming decade: ~50-75m young people expected to newly join workforce

- Yet currently only ~2,200 students (per 100,000 population) enrolled in post-secondary education (for comparison: 

Malaysia, Brazil and Turkey closer to 3,500)

Why the E4E Initiative for Arab Youth?
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Morocco
 > 60% of youth agree

that choice of education 

should depend on the 

expected salary, 

parental advice and 

international 

accreditation of degree

 40% believe that a 

foreign degree would 

help them secure a job. 

Europe and USA  have 

higher appeal  than Arab 

countries

 Youth perceive that 

professions with a 4 yr 

degree or more are 

exciting & fulfilling

Egypt
 > 50% of youth agree that 

the choice of education 

should depend on the 

salary level, future 

employment opportunities 

, and ability to work while 

studying 

 35% are willing to pay for 

private education

 Youth perceive that 

professions with a 4 year 

degree or more are 

exciting & fulfilling

 22% of secondary 

graduates are satisfied 

with their current job; half 

of the proportion of 

university and vocational 

graduates

Jordan
 Youth look at employability 

and expected salary when 

making their education 

choices 

 ~65% found the 

curriculum irrelevant, 

~70% found the support 

materials irrelevant, ~60% 

found the lecturer‟s 

experience relevant 

The Voices of Youth: 2 out of 3 feel ill-prepared for

first job

Source: Nielsen, Employers & Youth Survey In Egypt, 2010; Nielsen Employers & Youth Survey In Jordan, 2012; McKinsey 2012, Jordan deep dive (survey of 217 students across universities)

Student surveys across countries confirms that, 

overall:

1. They consider expected salary when making a 

choice of study but they are not usually well informed 

about the reality of starting salaries - thus creating a 

mismatch 

2. They are not satisfied with current training options 

and consider the curriculum irrelevant

Tunisia
 Tunisian students are 

not guided towards 

specialties with highest 

employment 

opportunities

 Students do not 

perceive that there are 

enough internship 

opportunities that can 

give more relevance to 

their skills
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In the Arab region, private provision of education is nascent, with only 

limited, often subscale private providers of variable quality

SOURCE: UNESCO, Interviews, team analysis

Private

Arab region

Public

7.5

Number of students, millions

▪ Only 15 - 20% of post-secondary students are enrolled 

in private institutions

▪ In contrast, 50-75% of students in Brazil and Malaysia 

are in private institutions

▪ Several examples of private e4e providers across 

the region, however they are mostly small scale and low 

quality

– INSIM in Algeria with an enrolment of 10,000 

students is one of the few examples of large scale 

quality private e4e providers in the Arab region

– Other smaller players (100-300 students) exist such 

as SJAHI in Saudi Arabia, PDO in Oman, Al Araby in 

Egypt and EFE Foundation in Morocco

Postsecondary education is still largely provided by the public sector
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Enter into 

partnerships with 

education providers

Gain work 

experience

early on

Get informed, and 

inform

Act as constructive 

watchdog

Shape reputation and 

perception

Penetrate the 

market and expand 

presence

Rethink, customize, 

and innovate

Introduce and expand 

sustainable financing 

mechanisms

Implement 

standards and 

ensure quality

Offer direct 

opportunities to 

youth

Work together at 

the industry level

Employers

Govern-

ments

DFIs

Youth

Providers

Civil 
society 

and media

Ensure greater 

information 

transparency

Act as catalyst of 

change and 

development

Encourage

E4E participation

Tackling the 

youth E4E 

challenge
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Tackling the E4E Challenge Requires Action on Multiple Dimensions –

“All Hands on Deck
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Youth

With MENA scoring the highest youth unemployment rate globally

(25%) and the lack of required employability skills (particularly

among the tertiary education graduates), the E4E Initiative for

Arab Youth has been working, since its launch in 2011, to provide

youth with skills that are relevant to the marketplace by investing

in education, engaging stakeholders, and enabling solutions so

that Youth earn a better future

Investment

Enabling Environment

Advocacy

Addressing operating environment

 In depth country assessments, 

understanding sector priorities

 Standards and quality assurance

 Address regulatory disincentives

 Labor market information platforms

To achieve this goal, the E4E solution strategy is based on

Changing the mindsets

 Signifying the importance of

TVET, entrepreneurship, and

work-readiness training

 Raising awareness

 Forming partnerships

 Public-Private dialogue

Increasing Supply of Work-Ready Students

 Investments in university education, 

Vocational Education and Training, and 

work-readiness programs

 Investment vehicles to bring in other 

investors and diversity mechanisms
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Strategy 
Framework

•Increase the 
number of youth 
with skills relevant 
to the market

• By accessing both 
advisory and 
investment 
interventions  to 
help increase the 
availability of high 
quality and relevant 
education and 
training programs 
(supply), and 
enrolment in high 
quality and relevant 
education and 
training programs 
(demand)

Country 
focus

•Tunisia, 
Jordan, Egypt, 
Morocco

• Currently 
extending to 
Yemen and 
Palestine 
(advisory) and 
Lebanon 
(investment)

Growth Sector 
focus

• Common 
regional growth 
sectors: ICT, 
Construction, 
Tourism, and 
Healthcare

• E4E sector 
focus allows 
for in-depth 
knowledge 
development 
and regional 
opportunities, 
eg ICT  in 
Jordan, Egypt 
and Tunisia

Challenges

• Political 
environment

• Coordinating 
with and  
leveraging 
multiple 
stakeholder 
activity

• Stakeholder 
recognition of 
need to act

Opportunities

• Nascent private 
sector

• Engage 
employers in 
growth sectors to 
define needs. 

• Donor interest, 
WBG commitment  

E4E Approach
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Quality gaps

Quantity gaps (In the next 3 years)

Tourism & 

Hospitality

 Customer Service

 Languages Skills

 Professionalism (e.g., Hygiene)

 Gap of ~3-15k  trained individuals in that are 

“work-ready”

– Housekeeping

– Waiters, Cooks and  Bus boys

– Receptionists /Guiders

 Technical Skills (e.g., Obsolete 

Technologies)

 Management Skills (e.g., 

Entrepreneurship Mindset and 

Leadership Skills)

 Language Proficiency (English Skills)

ICT

 Gap of ~1.5-2k individuals that are “work-

ready“, incl. gaps in following specialties: 

– Packaged Application Specialist

– Integration Specialist

– Animators

– Game Developers

Healthcare 

 Technical Skills (e.g., Applied 

Expertise)

 Managerial Skills (e.g., Leadership 

Mindset)

 Soft Skills (e.g., Communications and 

Team work)

 Gap of ~ 10k practitioners, including:

– Nurses (especially Female nurses)

– Pharmacists

– Technicians 

– General Practitioners and Emergency 

Doctors

Overall

Share of 

HE / VET

80%

54%

8

27%

Sector focus highlights skills gaps: case of Jordan
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Quality gaps

Quantity gaps (by 2016)

Off-Shoring

 Soft skills for both BPO and ITO

 Languages proficiency : English for 

ITO and French-Italian for BPO

 Technical skills for ITO

 Gap of ~20-25k  trained individuals in that are 

“offshoring-ready”

– ~13k trained individuals in ITO

– ~10k trained individuals in BPO

 Practical knowledge throughout 

specialties

 Professionalism and attention to 

details (e.g., no default mindset)

 Language skills of operators (French 

and German)

Electrical, 

Electricity &

Mechanical 

Industries

 Gap of ~40-55k individuals that are “EEMI-

ready“, incl. gaps in following specialties: 

– Production engineers

– Mechanical engineers (e.g., Computer-

Assisted Design)

– Welding

– Machining

Construction  

& 

Real Estate

 Quality-orientation and knowledge/ 

respect of quality standards

 Up-to-date skills / ability to use new 

techniques

 Basic reading skills in Arabic, French 

and English

 Gap of ~ 85-120k individuals, with:

– Skilled technicians (e.g., diggers, plumbers)

– Office grade A specialists  (e.g., 

connectivity, isolation, security)

– Project / construction management skills 

– Safety management skills

– Public procurement management 

specialists

Overall

Share of 

HE / VET

>90%

15% 85

5% 95

Sector focus highlights skills gaps: case of Tunisia
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PLATO - Turkey

A Convertible Loan investment to support 
Plato‟s $12 million expansion of its 
operations in Turkey, central Asia 
(Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan), and the 
MENA region

PLATO will provide internationally 
accredited vocational-based degree and 
diploma courses through standalone 
vocational training centers, in partnerships 
with existing education providers, or 
through distant learning models

The investment will facilitate Plato‟s 
entrance into new markets, especially in 
the E4E Initiative focus markets

It will also Increase the education 
provider‟s access to quality accredited 
higher education to lower income 
students and to remote communities

HEM - Morocco

IFC‟s equity investment aims to support 
HEM‟s $20 million expansion  plans that 
include:

* Expansion of HEM's Rabat campus

* Cconstruction of new HEM campuses in 
Fes, and the city of Oujda

* Establishment of a new technical private 
university targeting mid-to-lower income 
youth 

Client has strong market positioning with 
around 70% of its graduates landing jobs 
post-graduation

The investment will support HEM‟s provision 
of more technically-oriented education 
services at affordable cost with aim to 
increase numbers of employable Arab youth

It will also support  HEM‟s expansion into 
second-tier regional cities

Luminus Group -
Jordan

The  equity investment aims  to support Luminus‟ $21 
million project that aims to grow the group‟s education 
business

It will also help increase student capacity of at Al-Quds 
College, Luminus largest subsidiary, and rectify the façade 
of the campus

Develop facilities in Basra to serve vocational training 
opportunities for Iraqis and Libyans

And develop new business in the Oil and Gas technical 
training market

Established client market position and strong brand recognition

Strong growth prospects via market opportunities in Jordan, Iraq 
and other regional markets

Client‟s solid international partnerships and contractual 
relationships with large multinational corporations facilitate 
expansion strategy 

The investment will help expansion of vocational education that 
is focused on manual skills into fragile and conflict affected states 
where these skills are in shortage

Current E4E Investments

Highlights

Highlights
Highlights
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Project Name Description Budget

E4E ICT 

Jordan

Launched in November 2012, the project is partnering with Int@j, the ICT 

business association in Jordan, to decrease the skill gap in the ICT sector 

through: (1) Strengthening Quality Assurance Framework (ICT-QF); (2) 

Establishing an ICT Continuing Education Academy. Estimated student reach: 

1,520 students

1,250,000

E4E ICT 

Egypt

Partnering with ITIDA - ims to bridge the skills gap for the ICT industry and 

improve the employability of students through: 1 - Develop an ICT National 

Qualification framework intended to improve the quality of educational curricula 

and guide design of educational/training programs. 2- Improve access to 

information for all stakeholders via the development of a labor observatory,  and 

building the capacity of  ITIDA to house it.

787,041

E4E ICT 

Tunisia

The project, in partnership with the ICT Federation of Tunisia, aims to improve 

access to information & employability of Tunisian youth in sector through the 

creation of (a) Labor market observatory (b) qualifications framework (c) creation 

of a virtual matchmaking academy, to identify training needs of ICT firms and 

oversee contracting of training providers  accordingly. Project supports WB 

efforts in Tunisia. Estimated student reach: 4,500 students.

824,123

Current E4E Program Advisory Portfolio
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Project Name Description Budget

E4E Logistics/ 

Tourism 

Morocco 

The project will add labor information to the existing Logistics and Tourism 

Observatories, and develop a qualifications framework for the tourism 

sector.  The project supports the WB-IFC work on national qualifications 

framework. Clients include: Morocco National Logistics Agency, Ministry of 

Tourism, and the Tourism Observatory of Morocco. Project supports WB 

efforts in Morocco. Estimated student reach: 10,000 students

736,446

E4E FAST 

MENA 

(Tunisia, 

Morocco, 

Egypt, & 

Jordan)

Building on the IFC Business Edge (BE) tool, the project is providing 

content and training of trainers, with the aim to improve youth employability 

by bridging the business & soft skills gap of  youth in Tunisia, Morocco, 

Jordan and Egypt, enabling them  to attain jobs or progress to new jobs, for 

that purpose, different demand-led initiatives will be tested over two years 

(2013,2014) Estimated student reach: 2,000 students

609,000

E4E Develop 

Youth 

Employability 

country 

analysis and 

action plan –

Yemen

The project aims to support training of Yemeni youth based on skills needs 

of the job market, through conducting a diagnostic study, to identify key 

priority future growth sectors, and conduct interventions in 2 sectors, in line 

with E4E strategy that would support creating strong linkages between 

employers and education/training providers, to provide Yemeni youth with 

skills required for job market

1,850,000

Current E4E Program Advisory Portfolio (continued)



A2F Student Lending (Morocco &Egypt) – AS Study concluded.                              

Investment opportunity now being designed
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 The IFC contracted a consultancy firm to conduct a market study on good practices and innovative approaches to private student lending to 

recommend model(s) to be implemented in Egypt/Morocco including: structure, market analysis, and potential partners. As the market 

study is completed, the consultant is now working on identifying partners for launching a student loan product in Morocco at this stage. 

Main  Study Findings

•The Moroccan government‟s guaranteed Student Loan (Enseignement Plus) lacks manpower and expertise to 
implement an all-round marketing and outreach campaign targeting high schools and private universities. 
•A student loan program in Morocco requires the involvement and leadership of the private sector, universities, and the 
government to ensure product‟s success and sustainability.
•Moroccan Banks are resistant in extending student loans due to involved risks ,and therefore have administrative 
processes that serve as a disincentive in many cases, this makes the option for applying for a student loan unpopular 
among most students.
•Morocco's education system limits access, and therefore students coming from high-income brackets are advantaged. 

•Explore different partnership structures such as with Non-Bank Financial Institutions in Morocco who could be 
more open to offer new student loan products based on their portfolio diversification approach.

• Partner with private universities and high schools to introduce the new student loan facility. 

•Include and reach out to all partners to coordinate and obtain the buy-in before the product is implemented (unlike the 
Enseignement Plus). 

•Student loan scheme needs to reach low-income students and mostly in rural regions  through the design of an 
efficient marketing campaign.

The Way Forward
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E4E ICT Jordan –

One year 

Extension 

E4E 

Regulatory 

Reform 

Tunisia

E4E 

Healthcare 

Egypt

Pipeline E4E Advisory Projects

Short -Term

E4E ICT Jordan – One year Extension 

E4E ICT Tunisia – Budget Increase

E4E FAST– Project expansion

The project aims to increase, in partnership with 
the Ministry of Higher Education, the availability of 
quality private higher education and vocational 
training institutions by addressing the regulatory 
barriers and constraints to private sector 
investments (both entry and operation) to 
education and training providers.

Medium-Term

The project aims to achieve the following:             
i. Develop a sustainable mechanism to link 
employers to TVET training and private/public 
universities education; ii. Provide priority sectors 
in Palestine with a skilled labor force. The project 
is expected to include a diagnostic study/in-depth 
scoping phase, to be followed by implementation. 

The project aims to create a common platform 
program to share knowledge, best practice and 
lessons learned across the whole program for 
program stakeholders at large, and conduct  
program baseline survey to help assess program 
impact in post-implementation.  

Long -Term

The project aims to: i. Increase the number 
of quality nurses, technicians & other 
healthcare professionals to fulfill the market 
demand through a viable private-sector led 
business model; ii. Strengthen the Quality 
Assurance of educational programs. 

This will be achieved by implementing a 
sector specific Qualifications Framework to 
identify skill needs and design programs 
accordingly.

The project aims to partner with the Association for 

the Development of Higher Education (HEDA) to bring 

together both private and public education providers 

and employers to collectively address regulatory 

barriers to private higher education in Tunisia and 

advocate for the promotion of quality education 

across both public and private providers. The Project 

will support WB efforts in Tunisia.

Existing project budget needs

E4E Regulatory Reform -Egypt

E4E Regulatory Reform -Tunisia

E4E in  Palestine

E4E MENA Program Platform

E4E Healthcare Egypt
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A sector approach to identifying E4E solutions is critical to ensuring skills

developed are responsive to demand.

Detailed diagnostics as a first step can be useful to identify system

enablers/disablers limiting good outcomes in education/training, as well as

growth sectors constrained by lack of skills

 Addressing cross-cutting constraints has the potential to unlock the ability

of the market to provide more effective E4E solutions

Front-loaded advisory efforts to transform sectors delivers investment

opportunities that create jobs and improves the economy.

 Innovation in Investment: It is critical for thinking „outside of the box‟ in

approaches to investment especially by IFIs

Skills development and youth employability is a growing challenge in

many regions. The E4E Initiative is still a pilot, more proof of concept is needed

prior to significant scale up or mainstreaming. It is suggested that select

countries, especially in SSA, be considered for an “E4E-lite” approach that

would focus on skills development in specific growth sectors

E4E Initiative for Arab Youth: Some initial lessons learned
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Thank You

For more information visit: www.E4EArabyouth.com

Contact: Dahlia Khalifa, Head, E4E Initiative 

Email: dkhalifa@ifc.org



Annex
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IFC‟s $7 million equity investment to support HEM‟s $20 million expansion  plans:

i. expansion of HEM's Rabat campus

ii. construction of new HEM campus in the city of Fes

iii. construction of a new HEM campus in the remote city of Oujda

iv. establishment of a new technical private university targeting mid-to-lower

income youth

 HEM is IFC‟s first education sector project in Morocco

Investment Highlights IFC’s Role

• Support provision of more technically-oriented education

services at affordable cost with aim to increase numbers

of employable Arab youth

• Supporting expansion into second-tier regional cities.

• Provision of capital growth, not easily available in market

• Share IFC's global knowledge , experience, and network.

• Provide guidance for implementing good environmental,

social, insurance and corporate governance standards

• IFC stamp of approval

Equity investment

Morocco

April  2013

US$7 million

• 25-year old quality, well-established institution

• Financially-profitable

• Strong market positioning

• Tapping into new market to address job-skill mismatch

• 70-75% of HEM students find a job after graduation

Developmental Impact
Achieves E4E strategic objectives including:

• Provision of quality education geared towards market needs

• 60% increase in student base by 2018

IFC Invested in HEM: business school and private technical university 

in Morocco
The Project
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 IFC‟s $8.9 million investment aims to support Luminus‟ $21 million  project that aims to

i) Grow the Group‟s education business; and ii) strengthen the Group‟s balance sheet, 

including:

• Increasing capacity at Al-Quds College from 3,000 to 4,000 students and rectifying the 

façade of the campus.

• Developing facilities in Basra to serve vocational training opportunities for Iraqis and 

Libyans.

• Developing new business in the Oil and Gas technical training market.

• Catering for working capital needs and repayment of due current liabilities.

• Retiring and refinancing of long-term debt.

The Project
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Straight Equity

March  2014

Up to US$11.5 million

Subsidaries include: Luminus Education, Luminus Media, and Luminus Technology

Investment Highlights
• Established market position, strong brand recognition, 35 year 

old community college

• Strong growth prospects via market opportunities in Jordan, 

Iraq and other regional markets

• Solid international partnerships and contractual relationships 

with large multinational corporations facilitating expansion 

strategy 

Developmental Impact
• Demonstration of a successful private sector scalable TVET 

model serving the middle to low income population 

• Expansion of vocational education that is focused on manual 

skills into fragile and conflict affected states where these skills 

are in shortage

Developmental Impact – Ct’d
• Increased number of students receiving good quality 

vocational training with linkages to industry and increased 

employment opportunities

IFC’s Role
• Provision of long-term financing not available in the market 

uniquely structured to strengthen the Group‟s balance sheet 

while allowing it to grow its activities

• IFC stamp of approval to mobilize other financing 

• Share IFC's global knowledge, experience, and network

• Improvement of corporate governance structures, policies, 

and practices at the institution

IFC Invested in Luminus Group*: Vocational and technical education 

institution in Jordan 

http://www.google.com.eg/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=F8VfQbb8IaTe3M&tbnid=iOVltFHKn_QibM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.lumlangsols.com/profile-lls.php&ei=pdSWU7XNJ_HgsASqvYCYBw&bvm=bv.68445247,d.cWc&psig=AFQjCNG041nW1UJ1lYJquWfLQV-vWYFghQ&ust=1402480133160343
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Investment Highlights IFC’s Role

• Assist in maturity of business concept

• Share IFC's global knowledge , experience, and network.

• Help facilitate Plato‟s entrance into new markets,

especially in the E4E Initiative focus markets

• Provision of long-term financing

• Enhance sustainability of Project by transferring financial

and operational discipline

• Provide guidance for implementing good environmental,

social, and insurance standards

Convertible Loan

March  2013

US$6 million

• Quality institution targeting demands of labor market

• Financially sustainable, scalable and replicable model

• Established track record with operations in 9 cities across

Turkey and a university in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan

• Entering attractive markets within growing, resilient sector

Developmental Impact
Vocational education achieves E4E strategic objectives:

• Meets significant unmet demand

• Increasing access to quality accredited higher education to

lower income students and to remote communities

• Increasing student base three-fold over next 5 years

 IFC‟s $6 million investment to support Plato‟s $12 million expansion    of its 

operations in:

i. Turkey

ii. Central Asia (Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan)

iii. MENA Region (Egypt, etc.)

 Plato to provide internationally accredited vocational based degree and

diploma courses through standalone vocational training centers, in

partnerships with existing education providers, or through distant learning

models.

IFC Invested in Plato: Vocational Training Institution in Turkey, C. Asia 

& MENA
The Project


